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CHAPTER TWELVE 

STRUCTURE, AGENCY, RITUAL, 

AND THE BYZANTINE CHURCH 

Vasileios Marinis 

Byzantinists have tended to shy away from developments in modern 
theory, sometimes with good reason. Theories founded on premises 
bearing no demonstrable relevance to medieval or Byzantine reality 
contribute little more than an impression of methodological sophisti- 

cation. The ideas applied by scholars in the observation of the ceremo- 
nial systems of contemporary societies have little to offer to the study 
of Byzantine society's ritual engagements; not least because, unlike the 
social models from which these theories are derived, Byzantine society 
can no longer be observed. By contrast, ritual theory does offer some 
useful tools that, properly adjusted for differences of context, may 

enable a deeper understanding of some of Byzantium's structures and 
ritual expressions. Thus, I begin with some methodological clarifica- 
tions. In this chapter I reiterate the basic dichotomy between belief and 
ritual.' Belief is a set of tenets accepted as true by a group of people. 
Ritual, on the other hand, enacts, performs, and objectifies belief. To 
cite an example pertinent to the topic ac hand, the Byzantines believed 
that the prayers of the living for the deceased functioned as appeals to 
God, who would take them into consideration during the final judg- 
ment of the souls. This is the belief. The ritual of memorial services 
performed adjacent to the tombs objectifies and expresses this belief 
with an assortment of prayers and acts. There exists an aspect of ritual 
that is largely ignored, even though it is crucial: ritual is s i t ~ t i o n a l . ~  

That is, much of what is important about ritual cannot be understood 
outside the specific context in which it occurs. Byzantine ritual usually 

12.1. Istanbul (Constantinople), Monastery rou Dbos, from the southeast. Photo Robert 
Ousterhout. 

took place in a very specific framework - the actual church building 
and its environs - in which both belief and ritual found accommoda- 
tion and were expressed through the architectural arrangement and 
interior decoration of spaces. Nevertheless, a Byzantine church was 
not a mere shell for ritual but rather an essential interlocutor in a con- 
scant dialogue. 

Several scholars have observed the interaction and integration of 

architecture and ritual in various contexts and eras? In this paper I 
investigate the ways in which architecture, ritual, and belief intertwined 
in a single monastic complex, the monastery tou Libos in Constantinople 

(Figs. 12.1-12.6). I argue that the architectural forms of the monastery's 
two surviving churches was the result of a negotiation between inher- 
ited social, religious, and cultural structures and individual a g e n ~ y . ~  
Structures entailed primarily canonical regulations, extended and 
informed by theological developments, which guided church building, 
as weU as considerations for the accommodation of the ritual and sym- 
bolic divisions of space; nonnegotiable architectural elements (such as 
an altar, a templon, a space for the congregation); and established deco- 
rative and iconographic practices. Individual agency refers to the desires 
of patrons, masons, and artists, and their responses to such economic 
realities as budget and availability of  material^.^ 
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12.2. Istanbul (Constancinople), Monastery tau Libos, ground plan. After E. Mamboury in T. 
Macridy, "The Monastery of Lips (Fenari Isa Camii) at Istanbul," DOP 18, 1964, fig. 5. 

I 

The complex is now located in the intersection of Adnan Menderes 

Vatan Bulvan and Halicilar Caddesi, southwest of the Fatih Camii. All 

the auxiliary buildings of a typical Byzantine monastery, including cells, 

a refectory, a circuit wall with a gatehouse: a bath, and even a hospital,' 

have disappeared, leaving only two churches and an outer ambulatory. 

The buildings were damaged by several fires, which resulted in a number 

of reconstructions. Consequently, their original appearance has been sig- 

nificantly altered. In 1929 Theodore Macridy, then assistant curator of 

the Istanbul Archaeological Museum, undertook the first serious inves- 

tigation of the site.8 In the 1960s the Byzantine Institute of America and 

Dumbarton Oaks restored the b ~ i l d i n g . ~  It has been used as a mosque 

ever since. 

The orignal foundation dates to the ninth century.1° Constantine 

Lips, a high-ranking military official in the imperial army," was 
the patron of the monastery, which he dedicated to the Theotokos 

(Figs. 12.1-12.3, 12.5).12 Its consecration took place in 907, with the par- 

ticipation ofemperor Leo VI.13The history of the monastery touLibosdur- 

ing the Middle Byzantine period is not well documented. It is possible 

12.3. Istanbul (Consrancinople), Monastery tow Libos, Theotokos, plan at ground level (A), and 
gallery level (B). Drawing Robert Ousterhouc, after Slobodan Curfit. 
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of the existing, tenth-century church (Figs. 12.1-12.2, 12.4-12.6).14 
An outer ambulatory, enveloping the two churches along the west and 

south sides, was added shortly after the completion of the church of St. 
John (Figs. 12.1-12.2,12.6). 

More than 350 years separated the two churches of the monastery tou 
Libos. They differed from each other not only in terms of building tech- 
nique, architectural style, and decoration but also, and most importantly, 
in terms of the interior articulation of spaces. The north church of the 

Theotokos was a typical cross-in-square church (Figs. 12.2-12.3, 12.5).15 
It was built with alternating bands of brick and ashlar stone up to circa 
5.5 meters from the floor. The arches and vault were constructed exclu- 

sively of brick. The naos, or main part, was relatively large by middle 
Byzantine standards, measuring circa 15.5 meters from the sill of the 
western door to the inner wall of the central apse, and circa 9.4 meters 
at the full extent of the north and south cross-ms. It was divided into 
nine bays. The central bay, which was originally defined by four col- 
umns, is the largest, measuring approximately 6 meters by 4 meters. The 
tripartite bema was located to the east of the naos. It comprised a large 
central apse, where the altar would have been, flanked by two identi- 
cal smaller apses, the prothesis to the north and the diakonikon to the 
south. The main apse was connected to the prothesis and diakonikon 
through doors in its lateral walls. To the west of the naos was the nar- 
thex, a rectangular space measuring 9.1 by 3.2 meters; it is divided into 

three bays. The narthex was accessible through three doors on the west, 
of which the central one was the largest and opened into a small porch. 

The most distinguishing feature of the church of the Theotokos was 
the six additional chapels, two at  ground-level flanking the prothesis 
and diakonikon and four on the roof (Fig. 12.3). While the northern 
ground-level chapel has long since disappeared, part of the foundation 

of its apse has been excavated.16 In the late thirteenth century, the chapel 
next to the diakonikon was incorporated into the south church to 

serve as its prothesis and was partially preserved. The four roof chapels 
survive in part. Their appearance today is largely due to the extensive 
reconstruction undertaken in the 1960s. The two western chapels were 

situated over the western comer bays of the naos. The western chapels 
were located over the diakonikon and prothesis at the east end of the 
building. A staircase located in the square compartment in the south of 
the narthex provided access to the roof and the chapels (Fig. 12.3).17 

In comparison to the north church, the plan of the south church of 
St. John differed significantly (Figs. 12.2, 12.4, 12.6). This later church 
belonged to the ambulatory type, with the central bay under the dome 

separated from the rest of the church by columns and piers that cre- 
ate a corridor surrounding the central bay on three sides.'' I n  plan was 

affected by the fact that it was attached to the preexisting church of the 
Theotokos, while incorporating parts of it. 

As it stands today, the interior of the south church's naos gives the 
rather misleading impression of a very open space (Fig.12.6). This is the 
result of alterations during the Ottoman period The naos is a rectan- 
gle, measuring 10.5 meters in length from the sill of the western door to 
the threshold of the bema, and 13.1 meters from the end of the south 
passageway to the end of the north passageway. The large central bay, 
defined by four piers in the comers, measures 8.1 by 7.5 meters. Between 
the piers on the north, west, and south sides were pairs of columns. All 

of them were removed after the building's conversion into a mosque and 
replaced by large pointed arches. Nevertheless, the previous configura- 
tion of the space is evident: on all three sides the remains of the original 
arches are visible. The masonry technique is apparent in the exposed 
interior wall surfaces. Bands from one to five bricks are interspersed 
with single ashlar courses without exhibiting any regular pattern. The 
masonry turns to brick only above the marble cornice that marks the 
springing of the vaults. The bricks are long and thin, while the stones 

are roughly but regularly hewn. The interior was decorated with marble 
revetments up to the springing of the vaults, as indicated by the numer- 
ous small holes in the masonry for the nails holding the marble panels 
together. The dome and the rest of the vaulting were decorated with 
mosaics. 

Originally, the narchex in the church of St. John was truncated (8.6 by 
1.4 meters) due to the existence of the tenth-century staircase compart- 
ment. A door in the west wall provided access to the narthex from the 
outer ambulatory: opposite it stands the single entrance into the naos 
of St. John. Another door to the naos was opened in the east wall of the 
tower.The narthex was crowned by alarge dome. Finally, the outer ambu- 
latory enveloped the complex on the south and west sides. The length of 
the south arm is approximately 22 meters; the west one approximately 
28 meters long; both are circa 3.50 meters wide. It  is unclear whether the 
ambulatory extended to the north side of the complex. 
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This brief description of the two churches in the monastery tou Libos 

reveals the dissimilarities between them. Some of them, such as the dif- 
ferences in the masonry techniques or in the decoration of the exterior 

walls, may be attributed to the distinct architectural styles of the tenth 
and thirteenth centuries. However, the fundamental differences lay in 

the architectural forms and particularly of the interior articulation of 
the two buildings. These differences reflected the divergent functions 
of each church. But they were also the result of the negotiation between 
the wishes of the two patrons and what was theologically and socially 
acceptable. 

The tenth-century church of the Theotokos is the earliest extant 

securely dated cross-in-square church in Constantin~ple.'~ Scholars 
still debate the origins of this type, which would become very popu- 
lar both in the capital and the provinces in subsequent centuries. Very 
often the narratives have disintegrated into linear evolutionary formal- 
ism, wherein older types beget new ones with the obligatory mediation 

. of "transitional" b ~ i l d i n g s . ~ ~  Regardless of its origins, examples of the 
type dating to as early as the eighth century are found in Bithynia, in 
northwest Asia mi no^.^' Because of its modest size and lack of internal 
divisions, the type was favored in monasteries, although there is also evi- 
dence of its use in secular, specifically palatial ~ o n t e x c s . ~ ~  

Why did the cross-in-square type become so widespread? In part, the 
answer has to do with the particulars of the transmission of architec- 
tural knowledge in medieval B y ~ a n t i u m . ~  A cross-in-square church did 

not pose any significant structural challenges or demands beyond prac- . 
tical mathematics while at the same time, depending on the training and 

experience of the masons, it allowed for relatively large, tall, and elegant 
interior spaces and exterior fagades. If the type was indeed transmitted 
from Constantinople and was associated with palatial structures (both 
religious and secular), an element of prestige was surely attached to it. 

A further reason for the type's popularity was certainly the fact that it 
provided asuitable setting for the celebration of the Divine Liturgy in the 
form that it acquired after I c ~ n o c l a s m . ~ ~  During the Middle Byzantine 
period, and under the increased influence of monastic practices (which 
were, by necessity, self-contained), the Divine Liturgy became intimate 

and introverted. All the action took place mostly inside the church, for 
the most part in the sanctuary. Two brief ritualized appearances of the 

clergy constituted the dramatic high points of the service. Thus, during 
what became known as the First or Little Entrance, the clergy carried the 
Gospel book from the altar into the nave and then back to the altar. The 
second entrance, called the Great Entrance, consisted of transferring 

the eucharistic elements from the prothesis, the space where they had 
been prepared, to the altar, following a "U" path to the center of the 

main church and back to the sanctuary. 
The cross-in-square type provided fitting accommodation for these 

ritual entrances (Fig. 12.3). The naos was a centralized, self-contained, 

and unified space, interrupted only by the columns supporting the 
dome. The worshippers would have congregated in the corridor around 

the central bay and thus were able to see the celebration of the liturgy 
while at the same time leaving adequate space for the two processions. 
The bema, where most of the ritual took place, was visible from almost 

anywhere inside the naos. Furthermore, the clearly defined zones of 
holiness (sanctuary, naos, narthex on the horizontal axis) corresponded 
to the divisions of the people.zs Because of the dome, such churches also 
had a vertical heaven-to-earth hierarchical axis often underscored by the 
iconographic program. This is not to say that other architectural types 
were not popular or wen better suited for the celebration of the liturgy. 
Nonetheless, it appears that the cross-in-square type offered an ideal 
combination of practicality in execution and suitability for ritual and 
decoration, as well as sufficient size and prestige. 

The north church tou Libos was surely an expression of such consider- 
ations. It conformed to the exigencies of inherited structures pertaining 
to the accommodation of rituals and the symbolic divisions of space. 
And yet, aspects of the building manifested the wished and aspira- 
tions of the patron, Constantine Lips. I have suggested elsewhere that 
the tombs uncovered by Macridy in the narthex and the porch of the 
north church belonged to Constantine and members of his family.z6 
Most importantly, the Theotokos tou Libos was different from other 
comparable churches in its incorporation of six additional chapels, 
two at ground level flanking the sanctuary and four more on the roof 
(Fig. 12.3). It is difficult to discern the function of these spaces.27 There 
is clear evidence that most if not all chapels contained consecrated 
altars, but at least the chapels on the roof could not have been much 
frequented. Their existence should be seen as Fulfilling the wishes of 
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Constantine Lips and associated with the Byzantine perception of the 
intercessory role of saints in a person's ~alvacion.~~This is evident in the 
dedicatory inscription, parts of which still survive on the exterior walls 

of the sanctuary of the north church. From it we learn that Constantine 
offered the church to the Mother of God in the hope thac she would 
grant him citizenship in heaven. This inscription also suggests that 

perhaps some of the chapels were dedicated to the  apostle^.^^ Another 
source reveals that one chapel was dedicated to Saint Irene.30 

Let us turn now to the thirteenth-century church of Saint John 
(Fig. 12.4). The ambulatory plan of this building presents some chal- 
lenges when one considers the form of the liturgy, which, as noted ear- 
lier, was distinguished by aseries of circular processions that started and 
ended in the sanctuary. An opposed to a cross-in-square building, an 
ambulatory church is not well suited to this kind of ritual: the columns 
and piers thac screen off the main bay not only would have inhibited 
the processional movement of the celebrants, but also hindered the view 
of the people attending the service. How then can we interpret these 
peculiarities? 

Several scholars have traced the evolution of the ambulatory type.31 
Apart from the fact that an evolutionary approach to Byzantine archi- 
tecture has proven to be highly problematicP2 an important functional 
aspect of the ambulatory churches in Constantinople has not been 
emphasized enough: its funerary character. Based on a theory first put 

forward by Robert Ousterh~ut ,"~ I have suggested that the emergence of 
the ambulatory type in the Middle and Late Byzantine period might be 
connected to its funerary function, a proposition confirmed by some of 
the surviving ambulatory churches in Constantinople." 

In the case of the monastery tou Libos, Theodora's foundation docu- 
ment, (in Greek fypikon), confirms the funerary character of the church 
of St. John?s This documenc provides invaluable information regarding 
the life of the nuns and the administration of the monastery (including 
matters such as the length of the novitiate, division of labor, selection of 
the superior), along with the nuns' liturgical duties. More important for 
our purposes, the documenc makes it clear that the church of St. John 
was to be used as the mausoleum for Theodora's imperial family. There 
are some very specific instructions concerning the burials in the south 
church, including her own: 

It is now time to be mindful ofdeath,since there is no one "that lives and 
never sees death." First I will make clear to my family and descendants 
my wishes concerning my own burial. The body of my daughter is 
buried to the right of the entrance to the church of [Saint John] the 
Forerunner. My tomb and thac of my honored mother (for I cannot 
bear to be separated from her even after my death) should be built after 
the intervening door. In the future, any of my children or sons-in-law, 
who request during their lifetime to be laid to rest here, shall be suitably 
buried. The same shall apply to my grandsons and granddaughters, 
daughters-in-law, and the husbands of granddaughters, for all of 
whom there are to be annual commemorations. The opposite side, on 
your left as you leave for the old church of the Virgin, will be totally 
reserved for whatever purpose desired by my son the emper0r.3~ 

From the information in the ~p ikon  and later sources we can compile a 

list of people buried in the monastery tou Libos. They includedTheodoraJs 

mother and Anna, her daughter;" Constantine, the younger brother of 
Andronikos II who died in 1 3 0 e 8  Eirene, first wife of Andronikos III, 
who died i111324;'~ Andronikos II himselfwho died in 1332;" and Anna, 
the Russian first wife of John WI Palaiologos, who died in 1418.41 A 
funerary stele now in the Istanbul Archaeological Museum depicting a 
nun called Maria, "the faithful sebaste and a daughter of Palaiologos" 
might have come from the monastery tou Lib05.~~ Evidently the south 
church was a popular place, since twelve masonry tombs and two ossu- 
aries were discovered in the naos along with the seven masonry tombs 
located in the outer ambulatory. 

Other ambulatory churches in Constantinople exhibit a similarly 
pronounced funerary character. The church of Theotokos Peribleptos 
was built by Romanos III Argyros (1028-1034) (Fig. 12.7);" shortly 
thereafter an adjoining monastery was added. Romanos was buried in 
the church of Peribleptos. Later, Nikephoros 111 Botaniaces (1078-1081) 
restored the monastery and was also buried in the church. The exact 
location of the two tombs is unclear, but some information comes 
from Ruy G o d e z  de Clavijo, the Spanish ambassador who went to 
Constantinople in 1403 and visited the church of Peribleptos. Clavijo 
narrates that: 

In the body of the church are five altars, and the body itself is a round 
hall, very big and tall, and it is supported on8 jasper [columns] of 
different colors;. . . This hall is enclosed all round by three aisles which 
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I~ric:lwork w~~rre ta  pillar or p m m t  n ~ ~ ~ w r s t r t ~ n ~ ~ r c  

12.7. Istanbul (Conscancinople), Theocokos Peribleptos, circa 1028-1034. After F. b z g i i m ~ ,  
"Periblepcos, Sulu, monastery in Istanbul," Byznhnirck Zeirrcbriift 93,2000, plan 2. Reproduced 

i 
with permission of the author. 

are joined to it, and the ceiling of the hall and the aisles is one and the 
same, and is completely wrought in rich mosaic. And at the end of the 

1 
I 

church, on the left side, was a big tomb of colored jasper wherein lies 
the said Emperor Romanus.* And they say that this tomb was once . ! 
covered with gold and set with many precious stones, but that when, 
ninety years ago [sic], the Latins won the city, they robbed this tomb. 
And in this church was another big tomb ofjasper in which lay another 
emperor." 

According to Clavijo the tomb of Romanos was located in the north 
arm of the church's ambulatory; the second tomb was undoubtedly that I 

I 
of Nikephoros Botaniates. Based on Clavijo's description, Cyril Mango 1 
suggested that the church was of the ambulatory type.6 The original i 
building has disappeared but a recent investigation was carried out after 
a fire had exposed some vaulted substructures: these were surveyed and 
ph~tographed?~ Based on the plan of the substructures one can very 

12.8. Istanbul (Constancinople), Saint George con Manganon, circa 1042-1057. Redrawn from E. 
Mamboury and R Demangel, Le quartier des Mangancs et &a pi& r&&n de Constrmtinopk, Paxis, 
1939, pl. V. 

easily suggest that Peribleptos was indeed an ambulatory church, where 

at  least one of the imperial tombs was placed in the ambulatory in a 
fashion not unlike the church of St. John tou L i b o ~ . ~  

The church of St. George ton Manganon (Fig. 12.8) was built by 
emperor Constantine IX Monomachos (r. 1042-1055), third husband 
of the empress Z O ~ . ~ ~  Unfortunately only some substructures survive of 
this famous foundation. Mamboury suggested that the church was of 
the ambulatory type, although other reconstructions are also possible. 
Constantine Monomachos was buried in his foundation and close to his 
tomb he placed a sarcophagus for his mistress SklerainaSO 

The katholikon of the Pammakaristos monastery also belongs to the 
ambulatory type and although some ofits features are still debated, there 

is a general consensus that it is a Komnenian construction (Fig. 12.9):l 
From a now lost inscription we know that the church was built by a cer- 
tain John Komnenos and his wife Anna Doukainas2 From a description 
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12.9. Istanbul (Constanrinople), Theorokos Parnrnakaristos, twelfth century and later. Redrawn 
after H. Belting, C. Mango, D. Mouriki, 7'he Mosaics and Frescoes of St. Mary Pammakrrirtos (Fethiye 
Camii)dtIstanbul, Washington, DC, 1978, fig. 1. 

of Pammakaristos contained in a document now in the Trinity College 
Library at Cambridge, it is very clear that the main church was used as 
a resting place for the founder's family?3 The document is vague about 
the exact location of the tombss4 but the arrangement would have been 
similar to the south church tou Libos. 

This brief survey of some ambulatory churches in Constantinople 
indicates that there are good reasons to link the plan with churches 
of predominantly funerary chara~ter?~ But still, why the choice of this 

specific spatial arrangement to accommodate tombs? Burials occurred 
inside churches throughout the empire, despite explicit canonical pro- 
hibition against the prac~ice.5~ Very often chis prohibition was circum- 

vented by confining the tombs to spaces ofsecondary symbolic, liturgical, 
and spiritual importance, such as narthexes, chapels, crypts, and outer 
ambulatories as was the case with the tombs of the Lips Family in the 
church of the Theotokos. The narthex, for example, was not considered 
as holy as the naos or the sanctuary?' However, only rarely do we find 
burials inside the naos, as it is the case with St. John tou L i b o ~ . ~ ~  

I consider this another case of the negotiation between overarching 
structures (in this case the canonical framework regulating the func- 

tion of a church, including the prohibition of burials) and personal 
agency - specifically Theodora's desire to secure for herself and some 
members of her family the most spiritually beneficial burial location. 
Scholars have interpreted burials inside churches as the continuation 
of early Christian ad sanctos burials, and connected it with the relics of 
martyrs deposited under the altar during the consecration ~eremony?~ 
However, there may have been a different reason for this practice. First, 
the souls of the deceased were believed to benefit from the prayers of 
monastics and visitors and from the frequent celebration of the liturgy, 
in addition to regular memorial services.60 The eagerness to preserve the 
memory of the deceased and to encourage prayer on his or her behalf 
is evident in the decoration of tombs. Although there is little evidence 
left in St. John:' the partially preserved tombs in the parekklesion of 
the Chora monastery (Kariye Miizesi) offer some parallels: the tombs 
included funerary portraits, sculpted decorative frames, and extensive 
inscriptions that addressed the viewer directly and ask him or her for 
prayers on behalf of the souls of the deceased.62 By virtue of their promi- 
nent position inside the naos, the figural and textual decoration of the 
St. John tou Libos combs intended to take advantage of both the regular 
attendants and occasional visitors to the church. In addition, the loca- 
tion of the tombs was another instance of the Byzantine preoccupation 
with proximity to holiness. The ambulatory created a space that could 
easily accommodate combs and sarcophagi inside the naos and close 
to the bema, the holiest part of the church. In fact, Theodora's tomb, 
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which according to the typikon was located in the southeastern arcoso- 
lium in the church of St. John, was the one closest to the ~anctuary.~' At 
the same time, the main Liturgical area - the central bay and the bema - 
remained separate. There is another reason for this separation of spaces, 
one connected with the practicalities of memorial rituals. Memorial 
services usually took place alongside the tombs, and the ambulatory 
created the necessary space for the people to congregate around them. 
Following a process of creating zones of differing spiritual importance 
and function, the columns and piers in the naos of St. John separate 
spaces that served different purposes, with the liturgical core isolated 
from the funerary ambulatory. Therefore, the ambulatory plan, a t  least 
in Constantinople, can be interpreted as a solution that accommodated 
the juxtaposition of liturgical and Funeral spaces within the same build- 
ing. The distinction of these spaces was apparently very desirable. 

Another functional and symbolic distinction of spaces occurred 

with the construction of the outer ambulatory. Even given the privi- 
leged position of any tomb inside a church, there existed degrees of 
importance associated with location. Annexed structures, whether 
exonarthexes, ambulatories, or lateral aisles, built anew or added to 
preexisting buildings, were very common in the Palaiologan architec- 
ture of the capital and its sphere of influence. The obvious purpose of 
the outer ambulatory in the monastery tou Libos was to provide space 
for further burials." The burial niches are set into the thickness of the 

wall, and from the masonry it is evident that all of them were part of the 
original planning. The funerary character of such spaces is reinforced 
by the primary sources. Thus, the twelfth-century typikon of the con- 

vent of the Mother of God Kecharitomene in Constantinople offered' 
these instructions concerning the descendants of its founder, Empress 
Eirene Doukaina: 

If ever any of our daughters or daughters-in-law or even of our 
granddaughters, to whom the ephoreiz of the convent has been assigned 
and the use of the more sumptuous buildings, should choose to be 
buried in this convent (for it is not unreasonable to discuss this also), 
this will be possible for her if she has assumed the monastic habit, but 
not at all otherwise, and she will have a place in the exonarthex for 
the burial of her remains, making her own tomb according to her own 
wishes.6s 

Analogous directives concerning the burial and memorial service - 
this time of monks - in the exonarthex are given in the twelfth-century 
typikon of Athanasios Philanthropenos for the monastery of St. Mamas 

in Constant in~ple.~~ 

Because much of the archaeological evidence for the tombs at  the 
monastery tou Libos has disappeared, it is impossible to know if the outer 
ambulatory was constructed after all the tombs within the church of 
St. John were filled. I believe that this was not necessarily the case. The 
outer ambulatory accommodated tombs of persons who were impor- 
tant, but not as important as the ones inside the naos: this is evident 
from the surviving fragments of the decoration of the tombs. The arco- 
solium of Theodora's tomb was decorated with her mosaic p~rtrai t .~ '  
However, all the decoration that has survived in the outer ambulatory is 
in fresco,68 which was less expensive. It appears that the tombs located 
there were not considered as privileged as the ones inside the church 
because they were not located so close to the altar. Textual evidence also 
confirms this distinction: Constantine, the younger son of Theodora, 
a rather shady character, was condemned and imprisoned in 1293 and 
died in 1304. The relevant passage from the historian Pachymeres men- 
cions that Constantine "was buried like the common men in the outer- 
most tombs [of the monastery tou Libo~]."~~ The liturgical use of these 
spaces corroborates the idea that they were considered of lesser impor- 
tance. According to monastic typiku, some minor service, such as com- 
pline, were celebrated in narthexes and outer narthexes." 

In conclusion, in both the church of the Theotokos and that of St. 
John at  the monastery tou Libos, the arrangement of spaces was the 
product of a negotiation between the beliefs and desires of the patrons 
and socio-cultural structures that dictated what was required and per- 
missible in a church. Furthermore, architecture was used functionally 
and symbolically to indicate degrees of importance. Principal services 
were celebrated and eminent people were buried inside the churches; 
minor services and less important people found their place in the outer 
ambulatory. 

The Byzantine world view was informed by a complex set of beliefs 
expressed in an intricate array of rituals that took place in a specific 
architectural setting. Belief is abstract and difficylt to gauge, whether 
in the past or the presen5 ritual, while more recoverable, nevertheless 
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remains elusive. Architecture, as the locus of so  much ritual practice 1 
in Byzantine society, can help us  recreate, however imperfectly, ritual 

I 

customs tha t  have otherwise left no trace; by extension, i t  can help us 
gauge the beliefs tha t  underpinned those rituals. Often these three 

areas - belief, ritual, architecture - are dealt with as separate subjects o r  

their affinities are denigrated by an explain-all "form follows function" 

formula  I n  the case o f  Byzantium, as in other cultures, belief, ritual, 

and architecture were intrinsically interdependent. The  subtleties and 
ramifications of their interaction repay close attention. 

i 
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AFTERWORD 

Bonna D. Wescoat and Robert G. Ousterhout 

The construction of sanctity through architecture within the early his- 

torical cultures of the Eastern Mediterranean forms the main theme of 

the essays in this volume. We take construction of sanctity in its dual 

sense to mean the way in which ancient and medieval patrons, archi- 

tects, and masons physically shaped the environment in sacred cause, 

as well as in a metaphorical sense as the way in which ideas and situ- 

ations generated by the built environment conmbuted to the cultural 

formulation of the sacred. Both meanings presuppose intimate human 

participation, and each informs the other. For the latter sense, human 

engagement in a sacred context finds its most recognizable expression 

through cult practice, which consists principally of structurally orga- 

nized, repeated, privileged, performed actions or rites that signal to all 

involved that engagement with the divinity has been properly trans- 

acted; in a word, rituals.' 

Ritual actions stand in service of belie6 they are a constitutive part 
of religion. As Smith succinctly explains, "Ritual is, first and foremost, 

a mode of paying at tent i~n."~ Throughout the Orthodox Christian lit- 

urgy, for example, the officiant reminds the congregation of this fact: 

"Let us be attentive," he instructs. In the cases discussed in this volume, 

architecture serves as a "focusing lens" - to use Smith's terminology, 

although in many instances the relationship of action to setting is far 

from clear. Sometimes we have precise accounts of ritual movements 

that can be tied to specific places and buildings,,such as that provided by 

the 9pikon of a Byzantine monastery or by the text of a pilgrims' guide. 


